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Peyton Surpasses
Favre
Peyton Manning is an all-star
QB, we all know that. He set
many records last year,
including the single season
passing yards record and
many more. But Sunday
Night was the night that
Peyton set a record that may
never be broken: The career
TD record. It was the 2nd
quarter and Denver is in the
red zone and Peyton
throws… It’s a
TOUCHDOWN!!!! Peyton
Manning broke the all-time
TD record!! Later he would
add another touchdown to
make it even higher.

In The Rulebook
What is an illegal shift? Well, an illegal shift is a
penalty that can only be called on the offense. It is
when a player, say, wide receiver, isn’t set when the
ball is snapped.
Source: sportingcharts.com

Messi vs. Ronaldo
On Saturday, we saw Madrid
beat Barcelona, 3-1. Lionel
Messi did not score, but
captain of Real Madrid
Cristiano Ronaldo made a
goal on a penalty at 35’.
These two teams will play
again in the El Claśico on
Sunday the 22 in March of
2015. But for now, Ronaldo
has an edge for the next
match-up in Barcelona.
Source: ESPNFC.com

Peyton Breaks TD
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Royals Rally,
Giants Dominate
In the 3rd inning, the Royals
had a rally. It started with Alex
Gordon on first with two outs.
Lorenzo Cain hits a soft ground
ball to Shortstop Brandon
Crawford and lunges for first
and gets a single. Eric Hosmer
gets a ground ball towards the
first baseman, Brandon Belt,
and barley beats the throw to
the pitcher at first. Kansas City
gets through their whole order
and scores 4. And then innings
5 and 7 change everything. Joe
Panik scores on a single from
Hunter Pence. The bases get
loaded and then a sac fly comes
from Juan Perez. It’s 4-4. In the
6th they scored 3 runs. The 7th
inning was insane. It started
with a single from Brandon
Crawford. From then on to the
end of the 7th, the kept scoring
and scoring and scoring. They
had lots of hits to the outfield. At
the end of the inning, the score
was 4-11. That score held on to
be the winning score for the
Giants to tie the series up at
2-2.
Source: MLB.com
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